For an integral transformation which involves a Chebyshev polynomial in the kernel an inversion integral is known [4] . A similar problem involving a Legendre polynomial has been solved [l] . By somewhat different methods we demonstrate an inversion integral for an integral transformation in which the kernel involves a Gegenbauer polynomial, C"2(x), also known as ultraspherical polynomials, and thus includes the known cases for & = 0, 1 respectively, where we take the standardization C£(a:) = lnTu_o krxC"(x). We write, for integers k and n with 0<k<n,
and from this standardization for k = 0 we have
Cl(x) = (2/t)I/2(1 -x2)"1'2^-!^). But also from the tables [3, 6.2(32), 6.1(7)]
has the same Mellin transform, hence the formula follows. Consider the iterated integral Iix) = fVmWx^f1dWy)y-^\-y-1d/dy)Wb^%)]dyy which is formed by direct substitution of the proposed value for git) into the integral equation. If the order of integration is changed H*) = f\~n^+\-y~1d/dy)k+1\y^'1f(y)](f " Flit/x)Gknit/y)dtyy.
Thus if we let v = t/y, u = y/x the inner integral becomes
